Welcome to #CWPA2018

In collaboration with the Council of Writing Program Administrators (CWPA), the graduate organization (WPA-GO) is excited to announce several events, workshops, and opportunities to network and socialize. We hope this letter serves as one of your guides to the conference and to Sacramento, CA. This year, we were especially focused on continuing conversations from Knoxville’s conference around accessible and inclusive conferences, graduate programs, and professional organizations. All of our events are open to everyone, graduate students and those who support the graduate community in various ways. We hope you (or your graduate students) will consider being part of our organization by emailing wpagol@gmail.com. Thanks for your support!

SOUVENIR WATERBOTTLE FOR GRAD STUDENTS

WITH THE PRICE OF REGISTRATION
VISIT THE WPA-GO DISPLAY TABLE
The WPA-GO Makerspace Returns!

THURS SANTA BARBARA ROOM
FRI & SAT GOLDEN STATE A/B

The Scholarly Makerspace is located primarily in the two-sectioned Golden State A/B Room. There will be grad student focus for all the sessions in A. In the other half of the space, “B,” the room will be available throughout the day (including during recess) for shared conversations, research, etc. Look for WPA-GO’s signs! This is open to ALL conference attendees, of course, but the purpose is to be there to interact with grad students.

Thursday Workshop

HOSTED BY ANISHA DESAI, AORTA
2-4PM SANTA BARBARA ROOM

"Holding Space: Strategies for Anti-oppressive Facilitation." WPA-GO is pleased to partner with the Anti-Oppression Resource and Training Alliance (AORTA) in providing a workshop on how to make collaborative, consensus-making processes more inclusive and democratic. Whether or not you act as facilitator at meetings you attend, building your facilitation skills will help you make your meetings, or classroom discussions, better, more inclusive, and more fully democratic! Workshop participants will explore strategies for facilitation that center the needs of Black, Brown & Indigenous people, disabled people, LGBTQ+ folks, survivors & more. We’ll examine how various approaches & activities can build solidarity and safety in group settings.

This workshop is conducted by Anisha Desai. Anisha has worked in organizations dedicated to movement support, educational equity and leadership development for two decades. She spent the past seven years as Director of the New Leaders Initiative and Brower Youth Awards at Earth Island Institute in Berkeley, where she identified, honored and coached emerging youth environmental movement leaders. She shaped a long-standing program into one that was relevant, accessible and responsive to a new generation of activists committed to advancing creative and inclusive organizational models.

Thursday Townhall

HOSTED BY WPA-GO MEMBERS
430-530PM SANTA BARBARA ROOM

What is the purpose of a professional organization? What does WPA-GO and CWPA do exactly? Join current WPA-GO officers and CWPA Executive Board members to find out! This interactive Q&A session is perfect if you are thinking about joining WPA-GO in 2018-2019, or simply if you want more information. Like all events, this is open to faculty, though we will be focusing specifically on the needs and experiences of graduate students.

Friday WPA-GO Social

COIN-OP, 908 K STREET, SACRAMENTO
PHONE: (916) 661-6983

After dinner, make your way to WPA-GO’s Annual CWPA Social for beverages and arcade games. All graduate students will receive one drink ticket with their conference badge. This is a great way for faculty and graduate students to socialize.
THIS IS WHAT I MIGHT DO!
(AT CWPA, AT LEAST)

FROM 7/26 TO 7/29

THURSDAY

Workshop, Holding Space: Anti-Oppressive Facilitation (see p.2)
2-4pm, Santa Barbara
WPA-GO Open Townhall Meeting (see p.2)
430-530pm, Santa Barbara

FRIDAY

Makerspace Open All Day, Golden State A/B
Breakfast/ Mentor Meetings, 630-745am, Regency ABC
Attend Sessions A through F! (Green Dot means grad focus)

Dine Around Dinners in Sacramento restaurants
WPA-GO Social, 830pm @Coin-op Game Room (see p.2)

SATURDAY

Makerspace Open All Day, Golden State A/B
Attend Sessions G through K! (Green Dot means grad focus)

SUNDAY

GOALS:

- Visit WPA-GO Table (Waterbottle for grads!)
- Visit WPA-GO Makerspace (Golden State A/B)
- Check out WPA-GO Events (Workshop, Townhall, Social)
What a Great Year!

WPA-GO Travel Awards

Each year WPA-GO is able to offer CWPA travel awards to several graduate students. Priority is given to first time attendees and those whose research is equity-driven. Congratulations to this year’s winners: Jessica Ulmer, Leah Heilig, Annica Cox, Madeline Crozier.

WPA-GO Leadership

WPA-GO holds elections every spring for graduate committee (GC) members. (GC members @ CS 2018 pictured left).

The 2018-2019 GC members will be Clare Russell (Chair), Mandy Macklin (Immediate Past Chair), Amanda Presswood (Incoming Vice Chair), Ashanka Kumari, Kelly Ann Moreland, Sara Lovett, Amy Cicchino, Caroline King.

WPA-GO Outstanding Service Awards

Each year WPA-GO would like to recognize those graduate students who have gone above and beyond in their duties as committee chairs. Please congratulate (and thank!) 2017-2018 winners, Morgan Hanson and Amy Cicchino. (Morgan & Amy pictured right)

Thanks to retiring GC members Virginia Schwarz (Past Chair), Kristen Ruccio, Sarah Snyder, Morgan Hanson, Sherri Craig, Jaq Davis (Master’s Representative)

WPA-GO is made possible by the support of the CWPA Executive Board and the labor of graduate student and faculty mentor volunteers.